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Saltating motion of a bead in a rapid water stream
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This paper experimentally and numerically investigates the two-dimensional saltating motion of a single
large particle in a shallow water stream down a steep rough bed. The experiment is prototypical of sediment
transport on sloping beds. Similar to the earlier experimental results on fine particles entrained by a turbulent
stream, we found that most features of the particle motion were controlled by a dimensionless shear stress~also
called the Shields number! NSh defined as the ratio of the bottom shear stress exerted by the water flow to the
buoyant weight of the particle~scaled by its cross-sectional area to obtain a stress!. We did not observe a clear
transition from rest to motion, but on the contrary there was a fairly wide range ofNSh ~typically 0.001–0.005
for gentle slopes! for which the particle could be set in motion or come to rest. When the particle was set in
motion, it systematically began to roll. The rolling regime was marginal in that it occurred for a narrow range
of NSh ~typically 0.005–0.01 for gentle slopes!. For sufficiently high Shields numbers (NSh.0.3), the particle
was in saltation. The mean particle velocity was found to vary linearly with the square root of the bottom shear
stress and here, surprisingly enough, was a decreasing function of the channel slope. We also performed
numerical simulations based on Lagrangian equations of motion. A qualitative agreement was found between
the experimental data and numerical simulations but, from a quantitative point of view, the relative deviation
was sometimes substantial~as high as 50%). An explanation for the partial agreement is the significant
modification in the water flow near the particle.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.036306 PACS number~s!: 45.50.2j, 47.85.2g, 92.10.Wa
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dilute turbulent suspensions are common in both ind
trial and environmental contexts. Typical examples inclu
heat exchangers, chemical reactors, sprays, dust clouds
ticle jets, sediment transport in rivers, estuaries, and oce
snow or sand drift, dunes, etc. Given how difficult it is
model two-phase turbulent flows, there is no fully satisfa
tory theoretical framework for computing the bulk flo
properties of these suspensions. In attempts to better un
stand the coupling between the continuous and the dispe
phases together with the role of turbulence, investigation
the motion of a single particle is of great interest since, m
of the time, it can provide deeper insight into the main phy
cal mechanisms involved. The motivation for the work r
ported here was the problem of sediment transport in w
free-surface flows~for a modern and physical introduction t
this area, see@1#!. To that end, we performed extensive e
periments on a basic problem: the motion of a single sph
cal particle in a water flow down an inclined open chan
with a rough bottom. The approach followed here is ve
similar to that developed to understand dry granular flo
@2–7#.
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To date, since this problem is directly connected to en
neering problems encountered in sediment transport in riv
and oceans, related papers have described experiments
laboratory, with conditions very close to those prevailing
nature@8–12#. For instance, natural sediment was used a
the size of sediment relative to the typical length of the wa
flow was low. A number of phenomenological relationshi
~e.g., the Shields diagram for the threshold of motion init
tion @13#! have been derived but the anchorage to the phy
of the involved phenomena is weak. Here, to supplement
expand the early observations, we considered the more b
problem of the two-dimensional motion of a spherical p
ticle. In contrast with earlier experiments, we used partic
whose size was large compared to the flow depth, so
their motion was not fully controlled by the velocity fluctua
tions of the turbulent fluid. In doing so, we have introduc
the possibility of testing a number of assumptions on
coupling between the continuous and dispersed phases m
in theoretical models of the inertial regime~e.g.,@14#!. Still,
in contrast with earlier experiments focusing on horizontal
gently sloping beds, we have examined a fairly wide range
channel slopes to evaluate the effect of gravity on part
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. Definition sketch of the experimental setup.
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motion. Moreover, we have tested different types of rou
ness to evaluate its impact on both turbulence and par
motion.

In the following, Sec. II will be devoted to the present
tion of the experimental facility and techniques. In order
facilitate the interpretation of our results, we will presen
qualitative overview of our experiments in Sec. III. This i
cludes the introduction of a series of relevant dimension
numbers and the description of motion regimes. In this
ticle, we focus particular attention on the saltating regim
which was most often observed in our experimental dev
The rolling regime is described in a companion paper~see
also @15#!. The experimental results on the saltating regi
will be described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we will then compa
our data with the predictions of numerical simulations ba
on a simple Lagrangian equation of motion. Comparing
perimental and numerical results directly without tuning a
adjustable parameter will be emphasized. In Sec. VI,
same exercise will be made with the threshold of mot
initiation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES

A. Particles

Two classes of spherical particles were used in the exp
ments: glass beads and steel beads. The particle densirp
was, respectively, 2500 and 7750 kg/m3. Beads were cali-
brated particles whose nominal diameter 2a was either 3 mm
or 6 mm.
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B. The channel

Experiments were carried out in a tilted, narrow, gla
sided channel, 2 m in length and 20 cm in height. The widt
W was adjusted precisely to be 1 mm larger than the part
diameter so that the particle motion was approximately t
dimensional and stayed in the focal plane of the came
Uncertainty on the width adjustment all along the chan
was less than 2%. The channel inclination ranged from 0
20°, but in practice we restricted ourselves to the ran
0° –12° because for steep slopes the gravity waves~roll
waves! traveled over the free surface of the water strea
which was therefore overly irregular. The channel slo
could be adjusted very precisely using a screwjack, with
certainty less than 0.1%.

Figure 1 is a schema of the experimental facility. T
water supply at the channel entrance was controlled by
electromagnetic flow meter provided by Krohne~France!.
The discharge per unit widthq ranged from 0 to 0.019 m2/s.
Uncertainty on the flow rate was less than 0.5%. Typica

this resulted in flow depthsh and mean velocitiesūf5q/h of
the order of 0.02 m and 0.5 m/s, respectively; the flow de
was a few particle diameters. Most of the time, for chan
slopes in excess of 1°, the water flow regime was superc

cal, that is, the Froude number Fr5ūf /Agh ~whereg denotes
the gravity acceleration! exceeded unity. This also mean
that the water stream was fully controlled by the upstre
condition on the water discharge; notably, the disturbance
the free surface caused by the particle could not move
upstream and affect the imposed flow rate.
6-2
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The channel base was made up of regularly juxtapo
half cylinders of equal size. We also used random roughn
consisting of half cylinders of various sizes. We selec
three sizes of cylinder: their radiusr could be either 1.5 mm
3 mm, or 4 mm. We introduced the roughness paramete
the ratio of the roughness size to the bead radius:z5r /a. In
the present experimental setup, various disturbing effe
arose. First of all, the relative roughness, i.e., the roughn
size to the depth of flow ratio, was high, implying that t
turbulence was substantially modified by the bottom. Mo
over, the channel was narrow: the aspect ratio, defined a
width-to-depth ratio, was less than 5. This implies that
flow could also be substantially modified by the sidewa
Last, flows were characterized by a fairly low Reynol
number: indeed, the flow Reynolds number, computed

Re54RHūf /n, ranged from 2000 to 10 000. In the Reynol
number definition, we introduced the hydraulic radiusRH

5Wh/(W12h) and the water kinematic viscosityn5m/r f

~wherer f is the water density andm the dynamic viscosity!.
In order to verify the existence of a logarithmic veloci
profile in our channel, we measured the velocity profile
the direction normal to the bottom. To accomplish this,
used particle image velocity~PIV! techniques: a vertical la
ser sheet was located at the channel centerline and filme
a high-speed video camera Pulnix~progressive scan TM
6705AN!. The flow was seeded with polyamide particles. W
then applied an autocorrelation algorithm to twice expo
images to obtain the velocity profile with uncertainty le
than 5%. For the ranges of slopes and discharges tested
we found that the velocity profiles systematically exhibited
logarithmic zone near the channel bottom. Depending on
discharge and channel slope, this zone extended up toy/h
50.3–0.45. This value is to be compared to the usual va
of y/h'0.2 given in the literature@16#. As shown in Fig. 2,
the usual logarithmic law for hydraulically rough bottom fi
ted the data well:

FIG. 2. Velocity profile of the water flow for different slopes an
discharges. Measurements performed with a roughness made
regularly spaced cylinders (r 51.5 mm). The solid line represent
the logarithmic profile fitted to the data:u(y)/us5k21ln(y/y0)1B.
The fitted value ofB is tabulated in the figure key.
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whereus is the friction velocity~also called the shear veloc
ity!, k'0.41 is the van Ka`rmàn constant, andks54r /3 is the
equivalent size of the roughness. The parameterB was found
to lie in the range 7.6–8.7 forz51, that is, close to the
typical value of 8.5 given in the literature. Above the log
rithmic zone, we observed a blunt transition to a fairly fl
profile, as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the friction velocity was deduced experime
tally by measuring the slope of the logarithmic part of t
velocity profile, which should be equal tous /k. We com-
pared this value to the theoretical valueus5ARHg sinu,
which only holds for steady uniform flows in very larg
channels~i.e., whenRH'h). Since in the present case th
sidewalls were very smooth compared to the bottom, th
influence on the discharge was limited. Thus, although
channel was narrow, the theoretical valueus5ARH sinu pro-
vided a correct estimate of the friction velocity measured
the channel centerline. The relative deviation between
two values was less than 20%. We also measured the
mean square velocities in the streamwise and cross-str
directions,u8 andv8. We found that for 0.2<y/h<0.8, the
following scalings fitted the data well:u852.3use

2y/h and
v851.23use

2y/h, in agreement with empirical relationship
given in the literature for open-channel flows@16#. It can be
concluded that, despite the unusual features of our exp
mental device, the velocity profile and the main features
the turbulence are not too far from those typically observ
in large channels.

In addition to the velocity profile, we determined the di
charge equation, that is, the relationship between the fl
depth and the flow rate. In practice, the flow depth was m
sured by using either a rule placed against the sidewal
image processing and measuring the cross-stream dist
between the top of the bottom half cylinders and the f
surface. In both cases, uncertainty in the flow depth meas
ment was large due to gravity and capillarity waves along
free surface; typically, uncertainty on the flow depth me
surement was within 0.5 mm. We fitted an empirical Darc
Weisbach friction factor to the data (q,RH) @17#. We ob-
tainedq5A8/f hAgRHsinu, in which f 50.6Re20.28, a form
that is not too far from the Blasius equation used in op
channel and pipe hydraulics (f 50.223Re20.25). The relative
deviation between this fitted equation and data was less
10%, except for large roughness (r 53 mm), where the rela-
tive deviation exceeded 40%. From the Darcy-Weisba
equation, we can also deduce the approximate relation
between the mean and friction velocities:us5Af /8ūf . The
friction velocity us is a weakly nonlinear function of the
mean velocity and, at high Reynolds numbers, we haveus

'0.08ūf .
The motion of the mobile bead was recorded using

Pulnix camera described above. Depending on the sele
picture resolution, the frame rate ranged from 60~resolution
of 6403480) to 220 frames per second~resolution of 640
3100). Lights were positioned in the back of the chann

of
6-3
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FIG. 3. Schema of the physical system studied here. The panel shows a photograph of a saltating particle~experimental conditions:q
50.0086 m2/s, tanu50.1, a53 mm, glass bead, andz51). The exposure time was 1/500 s. The water flow was seeded with polyam
whose track gives an idea of the fluid velocity field in the vicinity of the mobile particle.
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The panel in Fig. 3 shows a typical photograph of the p
ticle motion and the surrounding fluid. An area 20 cm
length and approximately 5 cm in height was filmed. Imag
were subsequently analyzed using theWIMA software, pro-
vided by the Traitement du Signal et Instrumentation labo
tory in Saint-Etienne~France!. Resulting uncertainty on the
bead position was approximately 0.5 pixels. Typically, 50
200 images were required for each run to obtain a su
ciently long series of trajectories. The instantaneous part
velocity u was computed as the forward difference betwe
two consecutive positionsxi : ui(t)5(xi 112xi)/Dt, where
Dt was the time between two consecutive frames. Unc
tainty on the displacement of the bead between two fram
was 1 pixel. To compute the instantaneous bead velocity,
minimum displacement used between two frames was
pixels. Thus the uncertainty on the instantaneous bead ve
ity had a maximum value of 10%.

C. Experimental procedure

A single particle was dropped from above into the wa
stream 1 m upstream from the measuring window. In order
avoid imparting a momentum to the dropped particle,
gently introduced it into the channel and a honeycomb ce
the channel entrance damped its initial velocity. In addit
to instantaneous position and velocity values, we paid s
cific attention to obtaining averaged values. To that end,
periments were repeated several times to compute ti
averaged and ensemble-averaged values. In order to re
the number of experiments required to obtain meaning
averages, we were interested in determining the minim
numbern of runs for which the average valueun computed
over then runs did not differ appreciably from the valu
un21 computed over then21 previous values. We usuall
found that the mean velocity converged rapidly toward
asymptotic value. When taking a convergence criterion in
form uun2un21u/un,0.05, we found that the asymptot
value was reasonably approximated usingn53. Moreover,
computation of mean values was meaningful provided
bead reached a steady regime. To examine whether this
dition was fulfilled, we measured the mean velocity at th
03630
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different locations: 30 cm, 80 cm, and 130 cm from the ch
nel entrance. For each location we performed 15 runs w
the same flow conditions. Comparison of the three statist
distributions revealed that the mean velocity was fairly co
stant.

III. QUALITATIVE OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS

Before detailing the measurements, it may be helpful
provide a qualitative view of the results. To begin with, w
will present a series of dimensionless groups that are us
in delineating the flow regimes and describing data. We w
then provide an overview of the flow regimes, including
discussion of the physical mechanisms occurring in th
regimes as well as an analysis of the common points
differences between the present experiments and similar
periments.

A. The physical system

Figure 3 depicts the motion of the bead in a water stre
down a steep channel along with a schema of the two tur
lent regimes~see above!. Close to the channel bottom, the
is a region, most often called the wall region or inner lay
in which the typical scale of velocity is the friction velocit
us . For a steady uniform flow down an infinite plane, th
friction velocity can be directly inferred from the bottom
shear stresstp : us5Atp /r f . The region near the free su
face is a zone with a highly turbulent dissipation rate. T
velocity scale is the maximum mainstream velocity. In t
present paper, the mobile particle travels the two regions
sometimes can interact with the free surface. This configu
tion contrasts with most previous experiments made
closed conduits or open channels, for which the particle w
confined within the wall region@8,9,11#. This clearly implies
that, in the present context, the moving particle experien
hydrodynamic actions that may differ substantially in natu
and strength according to the bead position. This statem
must, however, be tempered because the particle size is
ficiently large to modify the turbulence significantly.
6-4
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B. Dimensionless groups

There is a long tradition and consensus in hydraulics
defining two main dimensionless groups: the Froude num

Fr5ūf /Agh and the flow Reynolds number Re54RHūf /n
@17,18#. It should be noted that in a narrow channel t
Froude number is a function of the flow depthh while the
Reynolds number depends on the hydraulic radiusRH . In
addition to the channel slope, other dimensionless groups
be defined such as the roughness ratioh/r or the roughness
Reynolds number Res52usr /n.

Consensus is probably less marked as regards particle
tion, in part because the range of problems and applicat
is very wide. A survey of the literature devoted to turbule
suspensions, transport of sediment, and granular flows le
to introduce three main dimensionless groups in addition
the channel slopeu and the roughness parameterz5r /a: the
Reynolds, Stokes, and Shields numbers~also see@19–22#!.
The particle Reynolds number is Rep52uslipa/n, where
uslip is a velocity scale characterizing the slip velocity of t
particle relative to the flow. Different expressions can
used to define the slip velocity, including the terminal velo
ity of a sphere in a quiescent liquid, the averaged or inst
taneous particle-fluid velocityuup2uf u, etc. For the presen
experiments, it seems appropriate to choose the m
particle-fluid velocityuūp2ūf u. Typically we found that in
our experiment the particle Reynolds number lay within
range of 40–4000.

A convenient way of introducing the Stokes number is
define it as the ratio of the particle response time to
representative time of the surrounding flow: St5tp /t f .
For small particles at low Reynolds numbers,tp
52m/(r fuslippa2CD) and t f5a/uslip , whereCD524/Rep
is the drag coefficient andm is the particle mass, leading t
the well-known expression St5muslip /(6pma2). For large
particles at large Reynolds numbers, we assumed that
above expression of the particle scale time still held tr
except that the drag coefficientCD had to be changed. W
further assumed that the characteristic time scale of the fl
was given by the large-eddy passing frequency, that ist f

'0.5h/ūf on average @16#. We then obtained S
58mūf /(r f uūf2ūpupa2) in which we assumed thatCD

51/2 at very high Reynolds numbers andusl5uūf2ūpu. The
Stokes number is usually interpreted as an indicator of
coupling between the continuous and dispersed phases. H
with Stokes numbers in the range 20–7000, we deduced
the particle motion was not controlled by the fluid but inte
acted with it.

These two dimensionless numbers Re and St are use
describe the particle motion and its interactions with the s
rounding fluid. The third dimensionless group was intr
duced to differentiate the cases where the grain is mov
from the cases where it is at rest. For small particles rela
to the flow depth, a dimensionless group can be formed
comparing the force exerted by the flow~in the streamwise
or upward direction! to the buoyant force. The former i
approximated as the product of the bottom shear stress
the particle surface exposed to the stream, that is,F f
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2 . The latter can be expressed as 4(rp

2r f)pa3g/3. The resulting ratio is called theShields num-
ber or Shields shear stress: NSh5F f /Fp'r fus

2/@2(rp

2r f)ag#. If the particle was a block and the expressio
above were exact, it would then be expected that mot
would occur when the driving force exerted by the fluidF f

exceeded the tangential forcelFp , wherel is the friction
coefficient, whose magnitude is typically around 0.1. In th
case, the condition for motion can be expressed in term
the Shields number asNSh>0.1. In the present context, du
to the large size of the particle, it is probably better to repla

the friction velocityus by the mean flow velocityūf in the
expression forF f . Nonetheless, since it has been shown t
the velocitiesus andūf are nearly linearly linked, there is no
much difference in choosing one or the other. Thus, in
following, we will keep the usual expression of the Shiel
number.

Obviously, owing to the large degrees of freedom of t
studied system, many other dimensionless groups can
built, but as they do not really contribute to explaining t
physics of our problem, we will no longer dwell on th
issue.

C. Motion regimes

Transport of particles in water is usually classified in
three regimes: rolling/sliding, saltation, and suspension. T
same flow pattern was observed in our experiments.
present results and the large amount of data available
particle movement enable us to further clarify some imp
tant points in this partitioning.

The threshold of motion initiation marks the limit be
tween incipient motion and rest. In the literature devoted
transport of sediment, this limit is given in the form of
condition on the Shields number@23#. As discussed above
for Shields numbers in excess of a critical valueNSh,c
5 f (Rep ,u,z), the particle is set in motion. Typically, for a
sufficiently large particle lying on a flat horizontal bottom
NSh,c is very close to 0.05 on average, but the range of p
sible values is far wider, approximately 0.02–0.2@13,18#. At
first glance, the relative success of this formulation in rep
senting the beginning of motion of small particles is surpr
ing. Indeed, the bottom shear stress is characterized
strong spatiotemporal intermittence due to the developm
of intense coherent structures~a bursting process consistin
of periodic sweeps and upward ejections of fluid from t
viscous sublayer! @12,24,25#. The dynamics of incipient mo-
tion is then probably controlled by the departures from
mean bottom shear stresstp8 rather than the mean valuet̄p .
A possible explanation for this success is related to the
that the bursting period mainly depends on the friction v
locity us for a flat bottom @26#. Thus, astp8}us

2 and t̄p

}us
2 , the beginning of motion is controlled by the Shield

number whatever the actual mechanism of entrainment
the present case, since the bottom is corrugated and the
ticle size is large, incipient motion mainly results from th
loss of equilibrium of the particle@27,28#. In this case, the
main hydrodynamic force responsible for motion initiation
6-5
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the drag force. Due to the dependence of the velocity field
the friction velocity, the drag force is a function ofus

2 and
thus it is still expected that the threshold of motion can
expressed in terms of the Shields number. Figure 4 shows
threshold of motion as a function of the Shields stress
channel slope@subplot ~a!# or the bed roughness@subplot
~b!#. It was not possible to explore all the space (NSh,tanu)
because we focused our attention on flows for which the fl
depth exceeded the particle diameter. Here this required
the Shields number exceed a critical value:NSh
>sinu/@(rp /rf21)(114a/B)#. The corresponding curve is re
ported in Fig. 4~a! ~solid line!. Note that here the critica
Shields number is much lower than the value given initia
by Shields and subsequent authors~in the range 0.04–0.06
@13,23#!. This seems to be an effect of the particle geome
since most authors worked with natural irregular partic
~sand and gravel!. Experiments performed by Coleman wi
beads~quoted in@29#! provided values of the critical Shield
number in the range 0.002–0.1, consistent with our exp

FIG. 4. Threshold of motion initiation.~a! Diagram (NSh,u) in
which experimental conditions for which motion was observed
not are reported. The solid line represents the limiting flow con
tions, below which the flow depth is less than the particle diame
~b! Diagram (NSh,z) in which experimental conditions for which
motion was observed or not are reported.
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ments. A key feature in the diagrams in Fig. 4 is that we
not observe a sharp separation between the flow condit
for which motion occurred and those for which no motio
was observed. On the contrary, for a given channel slope
bed roughness, it was possible to define a lower bound of
Shields number, below which we never observed moti
and an upper limit, beyond which motion systematically o
curred. In between these two limits, the particle came to
or was set in motion depending on the flow conditions a
the history of the particle motion. For instance, when a p
ticle was primarily at rest, it could be set in motion by in
creasing the flow rate beyond a critical valueq1, but if we
then decreased the flow rate, we had to drop it to a va
q2,q1 for the motion to cease. The two limits for the thres
old of motion reflect a kind of hysteretic behavior of th
particle~it is not a pure hysteretic behavior since the thre
old of motion is also influenced by turbulence fluctuation!.
This hysteretic behavior is fairly well understood in the co
text of grain avalanches~e.g., see@7#!, where it has been
shown that, for the trapping effect of the roughness to
efficient, the kinetic energy of the particle must be low. F
ure 4~b! shows that the bed roughness significantly infl
enced the value of the critical Shields number, in agreem
with the earlier investigations of Fenton and Abbott@29#,
who showed that the critical Shields number depends on
degree of exposure of particles to water flow.

We systematically observed in our experiments that, wh
the particle was set in motion, it began to roll and/or sli
over the bottom roughness. When the water discharge
increased, we observed that the particle could undergo
croleaps, notably when it passed from one half cylinder
the roughness to another one. This motivated us to giv
more precise definition of the rolling motion. Hereafte
‘‘rolling motion’’ refers to the motion of the bead in sus
tained contact with the bed; when colliding with a bed p
ticle, the moving bead sometimes underwent a microle
whose typical length was less than the bead radiusa. When
the water discharge was increased further, we observed
the microleaps substantially grew in size so that the mot
of the bead consisted of a succession of rolling and jump
phases. Finally, when the water flow rate was sufficien
large, the particle no longer rolled but was saltating along
bed. We found few reports in the literature studying t
mechanism of the transition from rolling to saltating regime
In the absence of a water stream, that is, when the surro
ing fluid is air, Anceyet al. @6# have shown that the centrifu
gal force could be responsible for the takeoff of the be
Gordonet al. @30# put forward the same idea in the case o
soft plastic ball saltating in a water stream over a rou
horizontal bed. The fact that saltation is observed for a w
range of particle shapes and bottom roughnesses~e.g., sand
and gravel@11,31#! leads us to think that the centrifugal forc
is probably not the only mechanism in the takeoff of rollin
particles. Another possible mechanism is related to the
played by collisions in the distribution of momentum. Whe
the rolling bead impacts a bed particle, there is a momen
transfer from the downstream direction to the upward dir
tion. The resulting upward impulse is usually balanced by
particle’s own weight and the drag force exerted by the flu
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In this respect, the microleaps that we observed can be
as the result of the competition between these forces. In
attempt to quantify these mechanisms crudely, we can e
mate that the order of magnitude of the upward collisio
force isFup}emūpx, wherex'ūp /(2a) is the collision rate
and e is the coefficient of restitution. Thus we obtainFup

}emūp
2/(2r ). Using the fact thatūp}us in the rolling re-

gime, we deduce thatFup}mus
2 . Then, if we try to compare

this force to the buoyant force exerted on the particle, o
again we find a dimensionless number, whose expressio
very close to the Shields number expression. This means
the transition from the rolling regime to the saltating regim
should be controlled by the Shields number. Figure 5 sho
the proportion of rolling and saltating particles depending
the Shields number. In this figure, the proportion of rolli
particlesProlling was computed as the ratio of the time du
ing which the particle rolled to the total duration of the e
periment. It is clearly seen in this figure that the rolling r
gime took place for a narrow range of Shields numbers.
Shields numbers in excess of 0.004, there was first an ab
decrease in the proportion of rolling particles and th
Prolling flattened out and tended toward zero for lar
Shields numbers. Typically, for Shields numbers in exces
0.03, one can consider that the particle was in saltation m
of the time. We also examined the influence of the chan
slope and bed roughness. In order to understand how t
two parameters affect the particle motion, it is more intere
ing to describe the regime occurrence relative to the thre
old of motion.

In the following we introduce a reduced Shields numb
called the transport stage, in the following form: T*
5NSh/NSh,c in which NSh,c corresponds to the upper boun
of the Shields number for motion initiation, so thatT* .1
means that the particle is definitely moving whileT* ,1
means that it is at rest or it can be set in motion. Figur
shows the proportion of saltating particles as a function

FIG. 5. Empirical probability of observing the particle in th
rolling regime as a function of the Shields number. The dashed
represents the upper bound of the critical Shields number ab
which the particle was systematically in motion.
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the reduced Shields number for different roughnesses. As
Prolling , the proportion of saltating particlesPsaltation was
computed as the ratio of the time during which the parti
was in saltation to the total duration of the experiment. T
large scatter in the data reflects the relatively large fluct
tions in the transition from one regime to another. The d
nevertheless define trends, which can be approximated by
naked eye as follows. The larger the roughness parametez,
the narrower the range ofT* for which a rolling regime
occurs and the more rapid the transition from the rolling
the saltating regime. For instance, forz51/2, the full rolling
regime occurred in theT* range 0.3–1.5, while forz54/3 it
was not observed at all. When we used a roughness mad
of randomly sized half cylinders, we observed that the p
ticle began saltating forT* .0.7. Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the
influence of the channel slope on the transition between
rolling and saltating regimes. For bed slopes in excess

e
ve

FIG. 6. Empirical probability of observing the particle in th
saltating regime as a function of the reduced Shields number
different roughnesses.

FIG. 7. Empirical probability of observing the particle in th
saltating regime as a function of the reduced Shields number
different channel slopes.
6-7
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10%, the rolling regime was not observed; thus, as soo
the particle was entrained by the stream, it started to ju
away from the bed. For the slope range 0 –10 %, for whic
transition from a rolling regime to a saltating regime w
observed, no clear trend could be drawn from Fig. 7 as
gards the slope effect on the regime transition. For this ra
of slopes, the transition occurred systematically in the ra
1.2–5.

IV. THE SALTATING REGIME: EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

A. Statistics of saltation trajectories

Typical examples of saltation trajectories are reported
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, giving the variations in the velocity com
ponents as a function of time. The coordinates of the part

FIG. 8. Sample of trajectories of a glass bead. Experime
conditions: q50.0086 m2/s, h520 mm, tanu50.05, a53 mm
~glass beads!, andz53/2. ~a! Trajectories reported in a dimension
less form,~b! variation in the downstream and cross-stream co
ponents of the particle velocity as a function of the particle positi
and~c! scaled trajectories. In panel~c! the solid line represents th
parabola of the equationy5217.05212.47124.12Ax10.51 ~fit-
ted from experimental data!.
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mass center were made dimensionless by dividing by
particle diameter. Typically the leaps shown therein are
proximately 10 particle diameters in length and 1 parti
diameter in height. Surprisingly enough, the trajectory sh
is fairly smooth and is apparently not affected by turbule
variations in the surrounding fluid. As seen in Fig. 8~c!, the
average shape is nearly parabolic and, when scaled by
jump length and height, the experimental trajectories defin
single curve. On average the trajectory is nearly parabo
implying that the streamwise and upward components of
particle velocity vary linearly with time. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 8~b! for the upward component: variations i
this component with time are sawtooth shaped. Each toot
composed of a rapidly rising part corresponding to the eff
of bed collisions and a slowly decreasing part when the p
ticle comes closer to the free surface and then goes dow
the bed. In the case of the upward component, the tren
less marked because of the large fluctuations in the variat
of this component. This produces the striking result that
resulting hydrodynamic force acting on the particle is
average constant.

From an analysis of particle trajectories similar to wh
was presented for Fig. 8~a!, we can deduce the geometric
statistical properties of the trajectories according to the fl
conditions. The computed geometrical properties include
average~calculated by using the procedure explained in S
II C! and the standard deviation of the leap lengths a
heights. Examination of the length and height histogra
showed that a Gaussian probability distribution fitted t
data well, but other bell-shaped probability distributio
matched the data as well. Admitting that the main dime
sionless number controlling the trajectory features is still
Shields number, we examined variations in the dimensi
less lengthl j and heighthj of jumps depending on the re
duced Shields number, channel slopes, and bed roughn
We found that when we scaled the dimensionless shear s
by tanu4/5, almost all the data fell onto a single master cur
~see Figs. 9 and 10!. This means that the bed roughness h
no influence on the jump size. The jump size increased w
increasing the ratioNSh/tanu4/5. The length increased ver

al

-
,

FIG. 9. Variation in the leap length as a function of the sca
Shields stress tanu24/5NSh.
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quickly and in a nonlinear way with the Shields numbe
l j'6260aNSh

3.44. In contrast, the master curve for the jum
height is much noisier, especially for the highest values
the ratioNSh/tanu4/5; the general trend can be described
the power-law functionhj'86aNSh

2.54. Probably the best ex
planation for this data scattering around the master curv
that for large values ofNSh/tanu4/5 the particle came close
to the free surface and thus the jump height was bounde
the flow depth. Despite this crucial difference between
experimental configuration and those used in earlier inve
gations@32#, the overall trends of the variations in the jum
size with the Shields number are very similar qualitative
However, from a quantitative point of view, all the relatio
ships given by the various authors differ. For instance, L
and Hsu@32# found thatl j5392a(NSh20.026)0.788 with no
effect of the channel slope in the range 0.002–0.023, w
van Rijn gavel j'200a(NSh20.05)0.9 @33#.

B. Statistics of collisional interactions with the bed

In order to study the collisional interaction of the partic
with the bed, we selected a few images just before and a

FIG. 10. Variation in the leap height as a function of the sca
Shields stress tanu24/5NSh.
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an impact for different series of leaps. Although the vid
camera ran at high speed~approximately 200 frames per se
ond!, it was nearly impossible to find an image at the time
the impact. Thus, most of the collision features had to
extrapolated from the changes in the trajectories. Anot
difficulty was that, during a collision, there was a change
both the linear and rotational momentum, but we had
precise measurement of the rotational velocity before
after the collision. It follows that we can infer from the re
corded images only the angle of contactf ~the angle that the
line joining the half cylinder center to the point of conta
makes with the normal to the bed!, the take-off anglea, and
the coefficient~s! of restitutione. The two angles were esti
mated by evaluating the direction that the normal a
streamwise components of the velocity just before and a
the impact made with respect to a line perpendicular to
bed. Here the coefficient of restitutione was computed as the
ratio of the velocity norms before and after the impact. T
statistical properties of the three variablesf, a, ande were
then evaluated for different channel slopes and flow con
tions.

A striking feature of our experiment is the angle of co
tactf found within a narrow range compared to the range
geometrically possible values6arcsin@z/(11z)#. Moreover,
the probability distribution off was slightly affected by the
variations in the flow conditions. Figure 11 shows a typic
scaled histogram of the incidence angle for two values of
dimensionless shear stress: the angle ranges from210° to
35° and the most probable values were in the ran
15° –35°. Similarly, the take-off anglea was found to be
nearly independent of the flow rate. It ranged from 21°
87°, with a mean value close to 65°. Its probability dist
bution was close to an exponential distribution. No corre
tion was found between the incidence and take-off angle

It was found that the coefficient of restitution was al
slightly dependent on the flow conditions. This can be se
as surprising at first glance but, in fact, this is consistent w
the recent studies of Zenitet al. @34#, Josephet al. @35#, and
Gondretet al. @36# on a colliding sphere against a wall im
mersed in a Newtonian fluid. These authors have shown
the coefficient of restitutione is an increasing function of the

d

re
FIG. 11. Histogram of thef
values for two values of the
Shields stress. Experiments we
performed for two values of the
Shields number.
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Stokes number, with first a rapid increase from 0 to 0.9emax,
whereemax is the maximum value, when the Stokes numb
is increased from 1 to 1000, and then a much slower incre
for Stokes numbers in excess of 1000. The coefficient
restitution tends asymptotically toward the maximum va
emax. Here, for our flow conditions, the Stokes number w
high, implying that the coefficient of restitution should b
close to the maximum valueemax. Figure 12 shows the
scaled histogram of the coefficient restitution. The proba
ity distribution was approximately Gaussian. The coefficie
of restitution took values over the range 0.6–1.2. Whene
.1, this means that the translational kinetic energy of
particle was increased as a result of the collision, indicat
that in some cases there was a transfer of energy from
rotational component of the velocity to its translational co
ponent.

C. Streamwise velocity

Figure 13 shows the variations in the mean streamw
velocity as a function of the shear velocity for steel and gl
beads. At first glance, when the data are reported in a
with a linear scale@see Fig. 13~a!#, the general trend deduce
by the eye is that the mean particle velocity increases asus ,
consistent with earlier experiments on saltating particles o
horizontal bottoms@8#. Authors have usually found that th
mean particle velocity and the friction velocity are linear
linked: ūp5A(us2us,c). When fitting this equation to ou
data, we found that on average forz51 A'35 and us,c
50.004 to 0.02 m/s for glass beads andA540 and us,c
50.034 to 0.046 m/s for steel beads. The values found foA
andus,c are much larger than the values given in the lite
ture. For instance, Fernandez-Luque and van Beek@10#
found A close to 11.5 for sand, gravel, and magnetite p
ticles while Hu and Hui@37# found A in the range 5.9–11.9
From analyzing a large number of experimental data,
Rijn deduced that the coefficientA depends on the particl
diameter since the fluid velocity affecting the particle

FIG. 12. Histogram of thee values for two values of the Shield
stress. Experiments were performed for two values of the Shi
number.
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much larger thanus when the particle is large@33#. He found
A5910.86 log10r f(rp2r f)gd3m22, which here givesA
514.6 andA515.2 for steel beads. Here a possible exp
nation for the enhancement of the coefficientsA andus,c lies
in the fact that the channel was narrow. This affected b
the water drag on the particle and the water velocity near
particle. To quantify these effects, we performed further
periments. The first experiment involved measuring the s
tling velocity of the particle in our channel~filled with tap
water and in a horizontal position!. The drag coefficient@see
Eq. ~6!# is directly linked to the settling velocityUps by
CD58(rp2r f)ag/(3r fUps). We found that for Rep.1000
the drag coefficient was close to 0.95, that is, a value tw
as high as the value usually found for a sphere in an
bounded fluid. In the second series of tests, we measured
variation in the mean water velocity close to the movi
particle. For shallow flows, we observed a significant
crease in the flow depth near the particle. For the range
slopes and flow rates tested here, we found that the rela
increase induced by the particle wasDh52.1 exp
@21.76h/(2a)#. However, despite this increase, the flo
cross section close to the particle was lower than when
away from the particle. Thus, from the flow rate balance,
deduced that the mean flow velocity was increased by 1
to 30% near the particle.

As shown in Fig. 13~a!, the experimental curves (us ,ūp)
drawn for different values of the channel slope are nea
parallel, indicating that the coefficientA was weakly sensi-
tive to changes in the channel slope, in contrast to the
rameterus,c . We found that when the velocity was scaled
tannu with n51/2 for glass beads andn50.4 for steel beads
the data fell onto a single curve. In Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!, we
report the variation in the particle velocity~scaled by tannu).
The half-colored symbols represent experimental runs
which intermittent saltating phases were observed while
blank symbols refer to runs for which the particle was fu
in a saltating motion. It clearly appears that when the part
reached a fully saltating regime, its velocity was linea
linked to the friction velocity. For regularly sized roughne
and glass beads we foundūp'40(us20.1 tan1/2u) at suffi-
ciently high friction velocities. For steel beads, we fou
ūp'40(us20.085 tan0.4u). It follows that the particle den-
sity and the channel roughness have little influence on
particle velocity. For randomly sized roughnesses, the co
ficient A is slightly smaller and the data scattering around
mean trend is much more pronounced. In a dimension
form, the particle velocity can be expressed asūp/us'40(1
2S

*
21/2), whereus,c'0.1 tan1/2u and S* 5us

2/us,c
2 is a new

transport stage~it differs from T* in that us,c is not the
friction velocity associated with the threshold of motion b
the intersection of the linear fitting with the abscissa ax
and thus has no physical meaning!. Surprisingly enough,
when the channel slope tends toward zero, the structur
the expression above is very similar to the expressions
hibited for gentle slopes@33,38#, but the coefficientsA do not
coincide at all. However, it should be mentioned that in o
experimental device and for the range of tested flow ra
the full saltating regime was achieved only for slopes in e

s
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FIG. 13. Variation in the particle velocity.~a! Particle velocity as
a function of the friction velocity for different channel slopes in t
case of a glass bead in a saltating regime~channel roughnessz
51). ~b! Variation in the particle velocity as a function of the rat
ustan21/3u for different roughnesses in the case of a glass bead
half-shaded symbols correspond to a particle with intermitt
phases of saltation (R1S) while the blank symbols represent th
data for which the particle was fully in a saltating regime (S). ~c!
Same as~b! except that the moving bead was a steel bead. The s

line represents the linear relationshipūp /tan1/2u540(us /tan1/2u
20.1).
03630
cess of 0.05, and thus rigorously the expressionūp /us

'40(12S
*
21/2) does not hold for tanu,0.05.

In the mixed regime@see half-filled symbols in Figs. 12~b!
and 12~c!#, there is no clear trend in the variation in th
particle velocity with the friction velocity. In contrast with
the fully saltating regime, the dependence of the particle
locity on the bed roughness is much more marked. This
be seen, for instance, in Fig. 13~b! by comparing the data
related toz51/2 and random roughness: the velocity is twi
as high forz51/2 as for random roughness. This depende
has important consequences in terms of sediment trans
for a given roughness, small particles move faster than la
particles in this mixed regime, but as soon as they reach
fully saltating regime, they move at the same velocity.

D. Rotational velocity

The particle rotational velocity could be measured sin
the particle was marked with a strip. When the strip rotat
was inscribed in the focal plane of the camera~that is, when
it could be seen entirely in a sufficiently long series of im
ages!, it was possible to measure the rotational veloc
However, because the spin vector was not systematic
normal to the plane of motion, only a limited number
images could be used to measure the rotational velocity.

Figure 14 shows the variation in the dimensionless ro
tional velocity as a function of the Shields stress. In a ste
state, the instantaneous rotational velocity of a small part
in a flow at a finite Reynolds number is directly related to t
shear rate:vp52ġ/2 @39#. If that relationship holds here
we expect that the mean dimensionless rotational velo
v̄* 5vph/ūf is of the order of unity. In Fig. 14, it is seen tha
uv̄* u5O(1), butalso the data define a trend, which could
approximated very crudely by eye as a linear relations
v* 5vh/ūf}NSh

2 for each channel slope. Moreover, th
curves associated with different values of the channel slo
are nearly parallel and far from each other, indicating a la
dependence ofv on the slope. For instance, on increasi

e
t

id

FIG. 14. Variation in the rotational particle velocity as a fun
tion of the Shields stress for three different slopes~channel rough-
nessz51).
*
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the channel slope from 0.05 to 0.1, the dimensionless r
tional velocity decreases. The scalingv* }NSh

2 contrasts sub-
stantially with the only experimental scaling that we found
the literature: indeed, Lee and Hsu@40# found v* }NSh

1/2

rather thanv* }NSh
2 .

V. LAGRANGIAN MODELING OF MOTION

A. Theoretical background

A number of models describing particles saltating in wa
~or in air! have been proposed over the last two deca
@27,41#. Most models are based on two ingredients:~i! a
Lagrangian equation of motion describing the particle m
tion and~ii ! a collisional law describing how the impact o
the particle with the bed modifies the trajectories. These
gredients are combined and included in the following diff
ential equations describing the variations in the linear a
rotational velocities:

m
dup

dt
5mg1F~up ,uf !, ~2!

J
dvp

dt
5G~up ,uf ! ~3!

together with the initial conditionsup5u0,i and vp5v0,i .
The subscripti in the initial conditions means that one stu
ies thei th leap of the particle. In Eq.~3!, J52ma2/5 denotes
the inertia moment andv f the fluid vorticity. The collisional
law x is introduced throughu0,i ; the initial velocity u0,i is
also the postcollisional velocity linked to the precollision
velocity ue,i 21 ~the terminal velocity of the preceding leap!
by u0,i5x(ue,i 21). In Eqs.~2! and~3!, the total action of the
fluid on the moving particle is represented by the for
F(up ,uf) and the torqueG(up ,uf). Usually the interaction
between the particle and the fluid is assumed to be s
ciently weak so that the fluid surrounding the particle is n
strongly influenced; notably, the fluid velocity field far from
the particle is not changed. Generally the motion equatio
solved in an iterative way for each leap and then the m
velocities and leap sizes can be inferred. We will now spec
the initial conditions and the different terms involved in Eq
~2! and ~3!.

The initial condition for thei th leap reflects an exchang
of momentum between the saltating particle and the cha
roughness. This exchange is usually investigated in the f
of a relationship between the pre- and postcollisional rela
velocities. In the simplest configuration of a collisional co
tact ~dry collinear collision between two spheres without in
tial spin!, the collisional law takes the form of the wel
known Newton law linking the pre- and postcollision
normal components of the relative velocity of mass cent
respectively,cn andcn8 @42#, in a linear way:

cn852encn, ~4!

whereen denotes the coefficient of~normal! restitution;en
51 when the collision only implies elastic deformations, a
0,en,1 otherwise. For more complicated collisional co
03630
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tacts, in an attempt to account for various mechanisms
volved ~spin effect, hydrodynamic influence, etc!
@34,36,43,44#, we can rewrite Eq.~4! in the generalized form
uout5e„St,uin /(avp)…uin , where uin and uout denote the
norms of the precollisional and postcollisional velocitie
Here, since the Stokes number is large and makes allowa
for our experimental results, we assume thate50.85. We
further assume that the components of the postcollisio
velocities can be expressed asuout, j (cosc,sinc), wherec
5p/22a535° on average; the value of the take-off anglea
has been taken as the mean value inferred from our exp
ments.

Extensive theoretical, numerical, and experimental inv
tigations have been performed to compute the action exe
by a viscous fluid on a spherical particle. This issue is kno
to be a very difficult one and only partial results are ava
able. The mere formulation of the motion equation of a sm
single spherical particle in an unbounded viscous fluid in
laminar flow has been widely debated in recent decades
date, the expression proposed by Maxey and Riley@45# is
widely recognized as the most complete and correct equa
for that purpose. Accounting for the bounded character of
flow ~free surface, solid boundary!, nonhomogeneity, weakly
or fully developed turbulence, particle spinning, etc. leads
great complexity in the physical formulation, analytical
numerical resolution, and eventually in the applicability
practical problems. Here a major difficulty in considerin
rapid shallow water flows is that we cumulate all these
sues.

Consistent with Maxey and Riley’s expression for t
Boussinesq-Basset-Ossen equation@45# or Auton et al.’s ex-
pression for the total force exerted by an inviscid flow@46#,
the total force can be split into different contributions:F
5FB1FAM1FD1FL1FP , in which FB denotes the Basse
history term~the term arising due to the unsteadiness of
fluid flow close to the particle!, FAM the added-mass effec
~the surplus of inertia caused by the relative accelerat
equivalent to the inertia of a virtual mass of fluid attached
the solid particle!, FD the water drag~Stokes term when
Rep50), FL the lift force, andFp the fluid pressure. If a
great deal of work has been successfully expended tow
extending Maxey and Riley’s formulation of the total flu
force for finite particle Reynolds numbers@47–53#, few
quantitative results have been provided for large Reyno
numbers~typically for Reynolds numbers exceeding 150! be-
cause of the increasingly complex flow pattern, notably
the wake structure. Approximate and empirical relationsh
must then be used. For Rep.150, empirical expressions ar
available to compute the viscous drag force@54,55#. Here we
use

FD5r fpa2CDuuf2upu~uf2up!/2, ~5!

whereCD5CD(Rep). A similar approach could be followed
for the torque by writing GD5r fCTpa5uv f2vpu(v f
2vp)/2 where the torque coefficientCT is expressed as a
function of the spin Reynolds number Rev5a2uv f2vpu/n.
At low Reynolds numbers, this coefficient is given byCT
516/Rev @39#. At finite or large Reynolds numbers, there
6-12
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no analytical or empirical estimate ofCT(Rev). Concerning
the lift force, Rubinow and Keller@56# and Saffman@57#
demonstrated that a rotating sphere slowly moving in a lin
unbounded flow (Rep!1) is submitted to a lift force or-
thogonal to its direction of motion:FL5pr fup3vpa3.
From dimension analysis, Wiberg and Smith@27# deduced an
empirical relationship for the lift force in a form close to th
drag force expression

FL5r fpa2CL~uT
22uB

2 !/2 ~6!

where CL is the lift coefficient anduT and uB denote the
fluid velocity at the top and bottom of the particle, respe
tively. The lift coefficient is taken to be equal to 1/2 at lar
Reynolds numbers. Using direct numerical simulatio
Kurose and Komori@58# investigated the effects of the flui
shear and particle rotation on the drag and lift forces fo
<Rep<500. They considered different configurations~par-
ticle rotating or not in a sheared or unsheared flow! to evalu-
ate each contribution. They showed that in a linear sh
flow the drag coefficient depended on the shear rate and
spin velocity. The dependence was slight~less than 10%) a
high Reynolds numbers (Rep.300). At high Reynolds num-
bers, the effects of fluid shear and rotation cannot be tre
independently, that is, the drag and lift coefficients of a
tating sphere in a shear flow cannot be directly inferred fr
the values computed for a stationary sphere in a shear flo
a rotating sphere in a uniform flow. They proposed tabula
relationships relatingCL andCD to Rep , vp , andġ.

Analytical expressions for the Basset force and add
mass effect are less frequent than those for drag forces
with only a partial agreement with experimental data@59,60#.
Concerning the Basset force, Lawrence and Mei@61# dem-
onstrated that the decay rate in the long-established exp
sion of the Basset force depends on which way the part
interacts with its wake. Using numerical simulations~for
Rep52 to 150 andrp /r f55 to 200!, Kim et al. @49# ex-
pressed the history term in the form of a convolution pro
uct, in which a kernel expression was fitted to match
low-Reynolds-number asymptotic solutions.

All the expressions above hold for an unbounded flu
Corrections must be brought in to account for the effect o
solid wall or a free surface@62,63#. Patnaik and co-workers
experimentally studied the drag and lift coefficients of
sphere close to or away from a rough or smooth solid bou
ary at high Reynolds numbers (3600<Rep<63104)
@64,65#. They found that for a rough boundary the drag c
efficient was enhanced by a factor of 1 to 1.2 compared to
value for a unbounded flow. In contrast, they showed that
lift coefficient decreased slightly when the particle Reyno
number was increased. Values ranging from 0.08 to 0.4 w
found. The effect of a free surface on the particle motion
received little attention. Sheridan and co-workers reporte
complex observed pattern of the particle wake as it
proached the free surface@66# (6000<Rep<9000). Due to
the free surface, vortex shedding differed significantly fro
that observed in an unbounded fluid. Among other effect
jetlike flow formed from the top surface of the cylinder an
affected the entire wake structure.
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For the subsequent calculations, we considered the m
mum number of ingredients required to model saltating p
ticles. The lift and drag forces were calculated using Wib
and Smith’s approach@Eqs.~5! and ~6!#. The Basset history
term was discarded. The added-mass effect was compute
taking the expression given for inviscid fluids~see@67#, p.
407!. The fluid velocity profile was assumed to be logarit
mic over the entire depth; no correction was used to acco
for the modification in the fluid velocity near the particle
the free surface. Given the difficulty of estimating the actu
variation rate in the rotational velocity, its effect was n
glected@Eq. ~3! discarded#. Thus, in the following, the com-
putations are expected to provide the order of magnitude
the trajectory features. Figure 15 shows typical experime
data and numerical results for leaps sampled at three di
ent slopes. For the initial conditions in the numerical mod
we used the values that were experimentally determined.
viously, the agreement between experiments and simulat
is far from complete since we found relative differences
high as 50% for leap lengths and 15% for velocity. Howev
this very simple model is sufficient to provide the main fe
tures of the saltating particle. We also performed extens
sensitivity tests to compare the various expressions propo
for the fluid contributions. One difficulty in these tests w
that our experimental conditions were to a more or less la
extent far from the conditions for which the theoretical e
pressions of the Basset or lift forces apply. Leaving this is
aside, we have found that using a sophisticated expres
for the lift and drag forces here did not provide better agr
ment with experimental data. This motivated us to use
simplest expressions for the fluid contributions.

B. Simulation and comparison with experimental data

To simulate a succession of particle hops, we used a
chastic simulation in a way similar to the approach follow
by Niño and Garcia@41#. The equation of motion Eq.~2! was
solved numerically by imposing specific initial conditions f
the particle velocity. As input parameters (c,e), we used the
values given above:e50.85, c535°. Numerical simula-
tions were performed for a wide range of flow conditions
varying both the dimensionless shear stressNSh and the bed
slope. For each flow condition, 400 leaps were simulated
the averaged velocity, length, and height were computed o
the last 100 leaps~in this way we assume that the averag
values were not influenced by the initial conditions impos
at the beginning of computation!. Specific attention was paid
to how the slope influenced the particle trajectories. We
tained the following scalings for the dimensionless mean p
ticle velocity, length, and height of leaps:ūp* 522.9(1
2S

*
20.61)'14.5(12S

*
21/2) ~whereS* 5us

2/us,c
2 denotes the

transport stage, withus,c50.006 a critical velocity!, l j*
5380NSh

0.9222.7, and hj* 514.9NSh
0.3422.2. The order of

magnitude of these scalings was comparable with that fo
for our experimental data; moreover, the general trends~e.g.,
an approximately linear increase in the particle velocity w
the friction velocity! were followed. However, in many re
spects, the relationships above differed from those found
perimentally. First of all, here we found thatūp* , l j* , andhj*
6-13
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did not depend on the slope whereas in our experiments
did. Moreover, in the numerical simulations, the depende
of the leap size on the Shields number is much less p
nounced than in our experiments. More interestingly,

FIG. 15. Typical trajectories at different channel slopes.~a! u
52%, h514 mm, q50.0028 m2/s, u050.17 m/s ~initial veloc-
ity!, c534° (Fr50.55, Ref52.33103, Rep5340, NSh50.031).
~b! u510%, h520 mm, q50.0128 m2/s, u050.61 m/s,c554°
(Fr51.5, Ref57.73103, Rep5230, NSh50.227). ~c! u520%, h
512.4 mm, q50.0128 m2/s, u050.82 m/s,c534° (Fr53, Ref

511.33103, Rep51130, NSh50.277). Thick lines represent ex
perimentally observed leaps. The thin continuous curves corresp
to computations. The continuous curves correspond to the num
cal solution obtained using the experimental velocity profile. T
dashed curves correspond to the fitted logarithmic velocity pro
@Eq. ~1!#. The long-dashed curves have been computed using a

form velocity profile (ūf5q/h). All the computations were per
formed usingCL50.2, CD provided by Morsi and Alexander’s em
pirical relationships,FB50, and vp50. The experimental data
were made dimensionless by takingx* 5x/(2a) andy* 5y/(2a).
03630
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curves that we fitted to our numerical data are fairly close
the experimental scalings provided by van Rijn for gen
slopes and large channels@33#. Using assumptions differen
from those used in the presented numerical simulations
not change the final results substantially. A possible expla
tion for the discrepancy between experimental data and
merical simulations is a substantial modification in the flu
velocity profile near the moving particle due to the narro
size of our channel. Further experiments are in progres
examine the reliability of this explanation.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THRESHOLD OF MOTION

In addition to phenomenological relationships fitted to e
perimental data@13,18#, a number of theoretical expression
have been proposed to estimate the critical shear stres
initiating motion of a particle. Most of these models sta
with an analysis of stability against rotation of a spheric
particle lying on a horizontal bed made up of beads of sim
lar size@28,54,68#. Following Wiberg and Smith@68# or Ling
@28#, if we assume that the particle at rest is submitted t
lift force FL and drag forceFD in addition to its submerged
weight P54p(rp2r f)ga3/3 and the point of action of the
hydrodynamic forces coincides with the center of gravity
the sphere, the balance of moments provides the critical c
dition for incipient motion of spherical particles: 2A2FD
1FL5P. If we consider that the expressions of drag and
forces are given by Eqs.~5! and ~6! and we assume that th
mean velocity acting on the particle isūf , then we deduce
that this condition can be put into the following form~in
terms of the Shields number!:

NSh,c~u50!5
f

12A2CL16CD

. ~7!

Extensions have been added to take into account the cha
slope and the bed roughness. Chiew and Parker deduced
the critical Shields number at a given slopeu is linked to
NSh,c(u)5NSh,c(u50)cosu(12tanu/tanw), where w de-
notes the particle’s angle of repose. From geometrical c
siderations it is found thatw5arcsin@z/(11z)# @18# for a par-
ticle initially at rest; when the particle comes to rest, th
angle can be expressed asw5arctan(0.0025e7.46z/(11z)). The
latter expression was fitted from experiments on a part
rolling down a bumpy line~the surroundings were air! @6#.
This allows us to introduce two critical Shields numbers
incipient motion. The first corresponds to the upper limit f
which a particle at rest can be observed,

NSh,up5NSh,c~u50!S cosu2
sinu

tan arcsin@z/~11z!# D .

~8!

The second critical Shields number corresponds to the lo
limit below which no particle comes to rest:

NSh,low5NSh,c~u50!S cosu2
sinu

0.0025e7.46z/(11z)D . ~9!
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ri-
e
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Usually a multiplying factor is included in these expressio
to take into account the influence of roughness. Most of
time, this correcting factor is evaluated from experimen
data ~e.g., see@69#!. An alternative point of view was ex
pressed by Parker, who put forward the notion of equal m
bility: on average, for a given bed, the particle begins
move at the same critical shear stress whatever its
@70,71#. In that case, it is expected thatNSh,c(z)5zNSh,c(z
51). In our experiments~at sufficiently high Reynolds num
bers! we have f '0.05, CD'1, and CL'0.2; we find
NSh,c(u50)50.0053, a value that seems reasonable w
compared to our experimental data@see Fig. 4~a!# when we
extrapolated them to vanishing slopes. The upper and lo
bounds are found to be decreasing functions of the cha
slope. As shown in Fig. 4~a!, such a trend is not in agreeme
with our data: if the variation in the lower bound with slop
is hard to assess due to the lack of data at high slopes
upper limit is found to be an increasing function of the b
slope. A possible explanation of this surprising result is th
in our experimental configuration, the criterion for incipie
motion is strongly constrained by the conditionh.2a. In
Fig. 4~b!, we report the lineNSh,c(z)5zNSh,c(z51) corre-
sponding to the critical Shields number~upper limit! when
equal mobility applies. A correct qualitative agreement w
our data is found. However, since we tested four values oz,
the linearity of the critical Shields number withz is not
proven.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The objective of this paper was to supplement previo
experimental investigations into the motion of heavy so
particles in turbulent fluids in the context of sediment tra
port. The main differences from previous experimental st
ies are that~i! the particle was sufficiently large for its mo
tion not to be fully controlled by the fluid velocity
c-

ev

ys

r.
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fluctuations,~ii ! we performed basic experiments in whic
the two-dimensional motion of a spherical particle w
filmed, and~iii ! we explored a wide range of channel slop
and bottom roughnesses. Our prototypical experiment
shown to reproduce the main features of sediment trans
qualitatively. Interestingly enough, despite the large size
the test particle, the present results do not differ from th
obtained with small particles~compared to the flow depth!.
Notably, it was shown that the Shields number is the k
dimensionless number in the entrainment and motion
heavy solid particles in turbulent flows, although the mec
nisms involved in incipent motion and suspension depend
the particle size. One possible explanation is that mos
these mechanisms are governed by friction velocity, imp
ing in turn that they depend on the Shields number. A s
prising result in our experiments is the large dependence
leap height and length on the Shields number compare
previous experimental results and our numerical similatio

Comparing numerical simulations and experimental d
has shown that, if a simple Lagrangian model is sufficien
capture the main features of our physical system, agreem
is poor from a quantitative point of view since the relati
deviation between numerical and experimental data co
exceed 50%. Using more sophisticated expressions of
fluid action did not change this conclusion.
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